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Puyallup Sumner Chamber of Commerce
4th of July Red White & BOOM

5:00pm to 10:30pm

Live music, car show, food vendors, beer garden, activities for kids, and
firework show at 10:15 pm.

In the coming days, watch for more details plus car show registration link on
our web site and Facebook page!
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Nissan LEAF
Zero-emission 2018 Nissan LEAF delivers on style, power and efficiency

The 2018 Nissan LEAF has been an attention-getter since the second it hit the market. The advanced, all-electric vehicle delivers on
style, power and efficiency and answers consumers’ demands for a truly eco-friendly vehicle. It is already well decorated in terms of
accolades, earning the Consumer Technology Association’s 2018 Best of Innovation and 2018 Honoree for Tech for a Better World.

Power and Efficiency

The 2018 Nissan LEAF is equipped with a 110-kilowatt AC
synchronous electric motor with a 40-kilowatt-hour lithium-ion battery
paired to an e-Pedal system transmission. This powertrain generates
147 horsepower and 236 lb-ft of torque.

The zero-emission, 100 percent electric 2018 Nissan LEAF earns an
EPA-estimated fuel efficiency rating of 125 MPGe in the city, 100
MPGe on the highway and 112 MPGe combined and delivers an
estimated 151-mile range.* This makes the Nissan LEAF one of the
most efficient vehicles on the road today.

Driver Assist Technology

A vehicle as modern as the 2018 Nissan LEAF must also deliver
modern safety technologies. Nissan Intelligent Mobility technology
stars in the 2018 Nissan LEAF, providing exceptional peace of mind
with the complete ProPILOT Assist system.

Nissan’s ProPILOT Assist is new for the 2018 Nissan LEAF and
makes driving less stressful. ProPILOT Assist will maintain your
speed, help you maintain your position in your lane if you start to veer
and will automatically apply the brakes when traffic ahead starts to
slow. These technologies are complemented by other available offerings, including Intelligent Lane Intervention, Rear Cross Traffic
Alert, High Beam Assist and Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection.

Infotainment technology



Advanced driving technologies and powertrains are not the only elements that make driving the Nissan LEAF so appealing. With
available Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility, you can easily and seamlessly connect what you love about your
smartphone — namely your apps, navigation, music and contacts — to the LEAF’s crystal-clear, 7-inch color touch screen.

Even the LEAF’s sound system is designed to be as efficient as possible. Opt for the available Bose® Energy Efficient Premium
Audio System and your cabin will pulse with high-quality audio through seven speakers.

Design

The 2018 Nissan LEAF strikes a sporty silhouette with a rear spoiler, rear diffuser and aerodynamic underbody panels. Available LED
headlights with LED signature Daytime Running Lights deliver clarity when driving at night and increase your visible curbside appeal.

The Nissan LEAF’s 60/40 split rear seats offer versatile and ample space for your gear, groceries and luggage. Leave the seats up
and you still have enough room for four golf bags in the cargo area. Whatever you haul can be hidden out of sight with the available
Rear Cargo Cover.

Automatic Temperature Control ensures a comfortable environment for you and your passengers. An available leather-wrapped and
heated steering wheel and heated front seats make every drive more comfortable, particularly when driving in the winter.

The 2018 Nissan LEAF has so much to offer, even if an eco-friendly vehicle is not your top priority. If you just want a vehicle with
style and comfort, the LEAF delivers. With its innovative driver-assist technologies and infotainment features, you can drive with the
ultimate in confidence and convenience, all while knowing that you are doing your part to make our world a cleaner place.

*2018 EPA range of 151 miles for 2018 Nissan LEAF. Actual range may vary with driving conditions – use for comparison only.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Nissan TITAN
A pickup truck designed to get messy

Despite a muscular and intimidating design, some pickup trucks are more visually appealing to drive through town than they are to
actually put to use. The 2018 Nissan TITAN knows what you need in a pickup truck, though, and delivers strength and functionality to
get the job done.

Customize to conquer the road

The 2018 Nissan TITAN is available at five trim levels: S, SV,
PRO-4X®, SL and Platinum Reserve. Each one carries an array of
additional features that make your TITAN more stylish and your drive
more enjoyable. Depending on how much room you want in the cabin,
you can choose the standard single-cab size, the King cab with
behind-seat space or the crew cab with a second set of doors for more
seating.

The standard TITAN comes with rear-wheel drive, but you can opt for
switch-operated, two-speed transfer case four-wheel drive for more
targeted output.

Nissan offers an available utility package that adds front overhead
storage, a factory-applied spray-on bed liner and a class IV tow hitch
receiver.

Mythological levels of power

The 2018 TITAN carries a hearty 5.6-liter DOHC 32-valve V8 engine
under its hood. By relying on the new seven-speed automatic
transmission to regulate output, this powertrain can reach a ferocious 390 horsepower and 394 lb-ft of torque, which deftly balances
muscle with efficiency. The Nissan Direct Injection System and Variable Valve Event and Lift technology also optimize engine
function. The single-cab TITAN can tow up to 9,740 pounds and its payload capacity can reach 1,950 pounds. 

Smart features for messy jobs

If you’re out on the job or navigating through mucky roads, it’s important that the inside of your truck be just as durable as the outside.
The cabin of the 2018 Nissan TITAN benefits from practical materials and features that will keep your messes contained. Every
standard TITAN comes with Easy Clean® vinyl flooring to protect from muddy shoes, cloth upholstery with stain-resistant bolsters to
withstand spills and a leather-wrapped steering wheel for grimy gloves. Carpeted flooring with embroidered mats, a lockable rear
seat cargo organizer, PRO-4X® embroidered front seats with white stitching and leather-appointed seats can be added at varying trim
levels.

To see why many truck lovers are raving about the 2018 TITAN, take one out for a spin.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Car Care: Which Oil is Right for Your Vehicle?
How to pick the right motor oil

Changing your motor oil is commonly referred to as the most important type of car maintenance you can perform. While you can find
many guides detailing every stage of the oil changing process, few discuss the very first step: choosing the correct motor oil.

Consult the owner’s manual

There are two reasons to consult your owner’s manual before buying
any new motor oil. The first is that if your vehicle is still under
warranty, you risk invalidating it by using something other than the
recommended oil. The second is that your owner’s manual will tell you
the viscosity your motor oil should have, which represents how well it
flows in your engine. Motor oil thins as it heats and thickens as it
cools, but too much of either can be detrimental: Too thick and too
much energy is required to turn the crankshaft, impairing fuel
economy; too thin and it won’t seal and lubricate as effectively.

Look for certification labels

When buying motor oil, you should always look for API (American
Petroleum Institute) certification labels. A starburst symbol indicates
that the oil meets the current engine protection standard and fuel
economy requirements of the International Lubricant Standardization
and Approval Committee (ILSAC), which is comprised of several U.S.
and Japanese automakers. You should also look for the API donut,
which displays the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) viscosity
number and whether the oil has passed the Energy Conserving test.

Conventional, premium or synthetic

There are many different types of oil out there, including conventional oil, premium oil, partially and fully synthetic oil and even
high-mileage oil. The cheapest and most common is conventional oil, and if your vehicle has been running well with it in the past, you
should continue to use it. Conventional oil works well for owners who get frequent oil changes and have low-mile engines. Premium
conventional oil is becoming more common on new vehicles, and fully synthetic oils are typically used on high-end performance cars.
Synthetic oils are typically better than conventional oil in every way (as long as the owner’s manual calls for it), but cost significantly
more. Partially synthetic oil, or synthetic blend, combines premium conventional oil and synthetic oil to offer a compromise between
the two. As these are cheaper than fully synthetic oils but provide greater high-load engine protection, they are popular among pickup
and SUV drivers. Finally, high-mileage oil, which can be conventional or synthetic, is constructed with seal conditioners to help extend
the life of old engines that have already traveled well beyond 75,000 miles.

In summary, you should choose a certified oil that fits in your budget and meets the viscosity requirement outlined in your owner’s
manual. Our service department also knows what works best for any vehicle we sell, so come in and see us for an oil change.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How Apps Can Help You Save Money
How apps can save you money and help you plan your financial future 

Your smartphone is rarely out of your sight — you use it to communicate with friends, play games, keep up with work, surf your
favorite websites and engage with friends and followers on social media. Your smartphone is a staple in your life, so it should stand
to reason that it can be useful in running your finances. If you’re not using these finance-focused apps, you could be missing out on
budgeting tools, major savings and fun perks.

Finance 101

Math can be intimidating on its own, and only becomes more so when
it ties into your financial stability and future. You Need a Budget is one
of several apps that help take some of the intimidation out of the
process and can help boost your confidence that you are doing all you
can to make the most out of your money.

“You Need a Budget is an app that helps you create an easy-to-use
budget interface that teaches you more about the value of money,”
writes Due Co-Founder Renzo Costarella for Entrepreneur. “As a
result, you’ll learn to prioritize certain expenses, find ways to save
more money for retirement and emergencies, handle unexpected
costs and live within your means rather than using credit.”

Costarella also recommends Mint for those who have a lot of bills to
pay every month. In addition to helping create a budget and build up
your savings, Mint helps you keep track of due dates and lets you see
how your progress has positively affected your credit score.  

Automate your finances

Arguably one of the largest impediments to saving is the fact that you have to make a conscious effort to do so. It’s not that you don’t
want to save, but that you can always think of other ways to use that money. It is easy to talk yourself out of putting money away
every month in favor of spending it on necessities.

To get around this, MarketWatch’s Kari Paul recommends automating your savings with apps like Trim, Digit and Qapital. These apps
are proactive about putting away the money you have and finding ways to minimize your expenses so that you have more money to
work with, and they’re exceptional tools for your budgetary arsenal.

Be a digital coupon clipper

Before you make an online purchase, you should always stop to check if there is a coupon for the retailer. You’ll more than likely be
faced with some questionable links and websites in your search, which can make it difficult to know who to trust. An app like Honey,
according to Costarella, takes much of the uncertainty out of the process.

“Working as a browser extension on all of your devices, Honey is always working to uncover those sweet deals you need to spend
less on anything you buy online,” Costarella writes. Honey automatically finds the most applicable, valid coupon for your order and
applies it, minimizing your risk of inadvertently venturing onto a compromised website.

If you want a mix of printable, online and mobile coupons, AARP writer Jean Chatzky suggests using an app like Coupon Sherpa.
Chatzky writes, “I get the savings without investing hours clipping and organizing. And no rifling through an envelope at checkout.”

Entertaining perks

You can even make your binge-watching sessions and online gaming hobby work for you. An app like Viggle, according to
Costarella, earns you points for television and game time, which can be applied at your favorite, often budget-derailing haunts like
Barnes & Noble and Starbucks.

“That means you won't be spending $5 a pop on a coffee or magazine, so essentially watching television and using this app will
entertain you while you save money,” Costarella writes.

You trust your smartphone to bring you all of your news and entertainment, so why not also trust it to help improve your financial 
acuity? These apps make it easier to take control of your finances, build a budget and save for the future.  

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Hosting a Successful Yard Sale
Practical tips for a successful turnout for your next yard sale

Warmer weather brings with it the perfect time to de-clutter your home. Why not hold a yard sale to clear out your junk and also earn
a bit of cash? With some careful planning and a little work, you can increase your odds of having a favorable outcome on the day of
the sale.

Pick a date 

According to Leah French, contributor with The Spruce, a good rule of
thumb when setting a date is to estimate how long you think it might
take to prepare for a yard sale and then triple it. Per Kevin Purdy,
contributor with Lifehacker, the best months for yard sales are April,
May, June and September; the best days are Saturdays. Make sure to
avoid scheduling your yard sale during holiday weekends, since most
people are out of town then.

Get organized (and get a permit)

Print out a yard sale checklist that you can find online via Pinterest or
searching on the internet. This will help keep you on track from the
moment you set the date to the actual day of the event. Angela Colley,
contributor at Money Crashers, suggested that you should also find
out if your city requires you to have a permit to run a yard sale. Simply
check your town hall website and look under the headings “civic
responsibilities” or “permits.”

Join forces

Some neighborhoods hold an annual garage sale each year. If yours doesn’t have one, it’s still a good idea to ask your neighbors if
they’d be interested in teaming up for the yard sale, as Kristen Pope, contributor to The Penny Hoarder, suggested. The more people
in the area that participate, the more visible and appealing your yard sale will be to passing drivers.

Advertise

Spread the word about your yard sale. Advertise in your local paper. Keep the ad short, but make sure to list your address, the date
and time of your yard sale and list your big ticket items first (e.g. kids’ toys, furniture and collectibles). Per Colley, you can also
advertise online for free on Craigslist, Yard Sale Search, Yard Hopper, Garage Sale Hunter and Garage Sale Source.

Gather and price items

Depending on how much junk you have to get rid of, set aside a specific day or days to gather the items you want to sell. It’s a good
idea to make three piles when sifting through your possessions: yard sale, donation and garbage.

Kimberly Tchang, contributor with HGTV.com, advised creating a color-coded pricing chart and using different colored stickers to
mark items you plan on selling.

Make signs 

Check with your local police station to see if you are permitted to post garage sale signs in your area, since some places prohibit
them. Next, obtain brightly colored poster board and some black permanent markers along with some wood paint stirrers, as Colley
recommended. Once you make the signs, attach the wood paint stirrers and stick them in the ground a few days before the yard sale.

Cash or Cards?

Make sure you have sufficient cash and coins to run the sale. You’ll want to stock up on ones, fives and quarters. If you don’t feel
like hassling with dollars and coins, Cassie with Wholefully.com recommended using a Square card reader which syncs to your
smartphone.

Set up the yard sale

Set up your items one to two days before the yard sale. Tchang recommended hanging clothes on a portable rack and displaying
items in groups. It’s also a good idea to place objects on tables rather than on the ground so customers don’t have to bend down.
Pope advises putting your big ticket items nearest the street so they’re most visible.

During the sale

Play upbeat music through a speaker or boombox during the event from the radio or your own playlist. Wear an apron or fanny pack
to hold money rather than relying on a cash box to help deter theft. Keep old newspapers and plastic grocery bags on hand to
package customers’ smaller items in. Make sure to greet customers as they approach and let them browse your objects and refrain
from aggressively trying to sell them your stuff.

Equipped with these practical strategies, you’re now ready to plan and kick off a successful yard sale.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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The 5 Best Virtual Reality Games
These video games are some of the most immersive in VR

The number of virtual reality games available grows every year, and while many of the early VR games were rather crude and
simple, developers are now discovering the best methods to utilize the technology. If you’re interested in experiencing some of the
best VR games on the market, check out the following titles.

“Star Trek: Bridge Crew”

Bringing multiplayer functionality to VR devices has proved difficult for
many developers, but there are still plenty of high-quality multiplayer
options out there. “Star Trek: Bridge Crew” is among the best and
allows you and your friends to take a seat on the bridge of one of the
Federation’s starships — the USS Aegis. You and your pals will take
on the roles of captain, tactical officer, helm officer and engineer and
your mission is to search for a new world for the Vulcans to inhabit
after their home planet has been destroyed. “Star Trek: Bridge Crew”
lets fans of the classic sci-fi show finally live out their most exciting
dreams of interstellar exploration from the comfort of their living room
couch.

“Robo Recall”

First-person shooters remain some of the gaming industry’s most
popular entries and plenty of game makers have taken advantage of
the opportunities that virtual reality gaming creates for this genre. Epic
Games created one of the most popular VR shooters: “Robo Recall.”
In the game, you are Agent 34, an employee of a robot manufacturer,
and your job is to remove defective robots from the production line.
Unfortunately, a virus has causes many of the robots to rebel against humans and you must also figure out the cause of the virus
while disabling the robots. Overall, the game is filled with excellent graphics, a sly sense of humor and plenty of robots to destroy.

“The Climb”

If you’ve ever wanted to scale a cliff but have an intense fear of heights, you could always try playing “The Climb” from Crytek. While
there’s no guarantee you won’t get vertigo from playing the game, you’ll be a bit safer “climbing” in your home. The goal is to scale a
tall cliff near a shoreline and the capabilities of virtual reality create a sense of scale and excitement for you during the experience.
All the while, the beautiful graphics truly immerse you in nature, including beetles scattering away and flies that buzz around your
head as you make your way to the top.

“Resident Evil 7: Biohazard”

One particular gaming genre that uses virtual reality technology to its advantage is the horror/survival segment. Many of these games
are already incorporating VR, with the most notable example being Capcom’s “Resident Evil 7: Biohazard.” As you control Ethan
Winters from a first-person perspective, you must make tough decisions regarding your family, their well-being and how you can
escape from the infected beings trying to attack you. The virtual reality aspect of the game adds to the suspense, with jump scares
aplenty and sounds creepily traveling from ear to ear. 

“Lucky’s Tale”

Some of the most beloved games of all time are platformers like “Super Mario 64” and “Banjo-Kazooie.” They allow gamers to control
characters, via third-person, through magical worlds, often facing challenges ranging in difficulty from super simplistic to endlessly
frustrating. Oculus Rift has its own platformer: “Lucky’s Tale.” In the game, you control an anthropomorphic fox named Lucky as he
travels through a fantasy world. You’ll jump, climb, spin and run through multiple levels and mini-games, leading up to boss battles
and the final 14th level.

These five exciting virtual reality titles are just a sampling of what VR can offer to the gaming world; there’s no doubt VR games will
get even better with time.
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6 Tastiest Food Trucks in Washington
Enticing eats in The Evergreen State

Upgrade your next fast food fling when you stop by any of these noteworthy food trucks that call Washington home.

Maggie May’s Espresso & Outfitter

Located in the northwestern tip of the state, Maggie May’s Espresso &
Outfitter has a reputation for sensational meals and delightful drinks.
Try one of the delicious elk burgers, wraps or sandwiches as your
main item. The broccoli bacon salad also gets rave reviews.
Complement your meal with a smoothie, or try a cup of the organic
espresso from Fidalgo Bay Coffee Company.

Hot Revolution Donuts

For a sugary start to the day, grab a quick bite at Hot Revolution
Donuts, a food truck based in the Seattle area. Flavors range from the
savory (bourbon bacon maple and prosciutto) to dessert (key lime and
blueberries as well as Carmel Fudge & Spring-kles). Pair the morsel
with tea or hot chocolate, or try a cup of Fonté, the award-winning,
Seattle-roasted coffee. 

Nineveh Assyrian

If Middle Eastern sandwiches and salads are your jam, then visit the
Ninevah Assyrian food truck in Olympia. Curb your hunger with an
order of falafel and baba ghanoush. The menu also spotlights tasty ingredients including shawarma, feta cheese and sabich (a
sandwich that incorporates fried eggplant and hard boiled eggs). Fried cauliflower, hummus and hand-cut fries with garlic sauce
round out the provisions of this joint. Conclude your culinary adventure by sinking your teeth into the flaky crust of a piece of baklava.

Arepa Latin Street Food

Serving up appetizing victuals to the Olympia area, Arepa Latin Street Food provides a sensory escape to break up your daily routine.
Arepas are simply fried corn flour buns that are a cross between cornbread and a pita wrap. Show your appreciation for meat by
ordering the Puerco (roasted pork loin with cabbage, tomatoes and pink sauce) or the Reina (avocado chicken salad). If you prefer a
lighter option, you can also go sans meat when you order the Vegetariana (black beans, caramelized onions, sweet plantain and
avocado).

Off the Rez

Known as Seattle’s first and only Native food truck, Off the Rez dishes out satisfying savory and sweet options for hungry customers.
When it comes to popular menu items, frybread tacos are the main staple of this enterprise — select either the barbecue pulled pork
or classic chili versions. Burgers, fries, coleslaw and quinoa salad provide a range of scrumptious sides to suit different tastes. For
dessert, sample the sweet frybread that comes in a range of toppings, including lemon curd, Nutella, honey, cinnamon-sugar,
seasonal jam and powdered sugar.

Marination

If you’re short on time but still want to enjoy the delectable cuisine of Marination, stop by its food truck, Big Blue, for a faster dining
experience. Tacos come with your choice of miso ginger chicken, sexy tofu, kalua pork, spicy pork and kalbi beef. If sliders are more
your game, try the kalua pork or Spam varieties. Hawaiian Mac Salad, kimchi quesadilla and kimchi fried rice round out the offerings
at this reputable spot.

Encounter mouthwatering meals when you visit one or more of these acclaimed venues in Washington.
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